1. In this paper we shall be concerned with differential equations of the form (1) y" + yF(y2, x) = 0, where the function F(t, x) is subject to the following conditions: (2a) F(t, x) is continuous in both t and x for O^t< oo and 0<x< °° ;
(2b) F(t, x)>0 for t>0, x>0;
(2c) tf'F(t2, x)>tr*F(ti, x) tor 0^ti<t2< oo, fixed positive x, and some positive number e.
Because of (2b) we have yy"<0 for y?^0, i.e., all solution curves of (1) are concave toward the horizontal axis. Accordingly in an interval in which y(x) does not change its sign, the curve y = y(x) must lie between the x-axis and the tangent to the curve at any point of the interval, and it follows that a solution y(x) of (1) for which y(a) and y'(a) are finite for some positive a, will be continuous throughout (0, oo). We remark that much of what follows will remain true if we set e = 0 in (2c), although in some cases it may then be necessary to add the condition £(0, x)=0.
It may also be noted that condition (2c) prevents the linear equation y" +p(x)y = 0 (p(x) >0) from being included in (1) . The use of this condition will thus tend to emphasize those aspects of equation (1) which are not shared by the linear equation.
A special case of equation (1) which exhibits many of the features encountered in the general case is that of the equation (3) y" + p(x)y2»+! = 0, p(x) > 0, where p(x) is continuous in (0, oo) and re is a positive integer [l ; 4] . As shown in [4] , the study of this equation may be based on the consideration of the homogeneous functional a 6 \ n+1 / /» & y'2dx\ / I py2"+2dx
and its extremal values under appropriate admissibility conditions for the functions y(x). In the case of the general equation (1) , no corresponding single functional exists and this causes certain additional complications in the variational treatment of the equation.
Our main topic will be the problem of oscillation or nonoscillation of the solutions of (1) . We shall call a solution y(x) of (1) nonosdilatory if there exists a positive number xo such that y(x) 5^0 for x>xo. If this condition does not hold, i.e., if y(x) has an infinity of zeros in (0, oo), y(x) will be called oscillatory. An equation will be termed nonoscillatory if all of its solutions are nonoscillatory.
It should be noted, however, that the nonoscillation of equation (1) is not quite the same thing as the nonoscillation of a linear equation. As shown in [4] in the case of equation (3), there always exist solutions which have any desired number of zeros in any given interval, even if the equation is nonoscillatory.
2. A more penetrating study of equation (1) shows that the definition of nonoscillation just given is, for many purposes, not precise enough. A distinction must be made between solutions which never vanish in the entire interval of continuity of the equation, and nonoscillatory solutions which vanish there at least once. In the case of a linear equation this distinction is not necessary since, in view of the Sturm separation theorem, the existence of a solution of the first type implies the existence of an infinity of solutions of the second. This, however, is not necessarily true for a general equation (1) . Here it may happen that the equation has solutions which never vanish in the interval of continuity, while every solution which vanishes once also vanishes an infinity of times. As an example for this type of behavior we consider the equation (5) y" + x~2yF(x~1y2) = 0.
Its general solution is
where u(t) is the general solution of 1 (5') tt-u + uF(u2) =-0.
4
In accordance with conditions (2), P(f) increases from 0 to w as f varies over the same interval. Hence, there exists a positive number c such that F(c2) = 1/4. The function u(t)=c is evidently a solution of (5') and it follows that (5) has the nonoscillatory solution y(x)=cx1/2 (the equation has, in fact, an infinity of different nonoscillatory solutions, as can be shown either directly or as a consequence of Theorem I).
On the other hand, if G'(f) =P(f), G(0) =0, and u(t) is a solution of (5') for which 77(a) =0, we conclude from (5') that 1 (5") ti2-u2 + G(u2) = u2(a).
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We assume that t = a is the largest zero of u(t) and that u(a)>0. We distinguish two cases, according as u(t) is ultimately larger than c, or 0 <u(t) ^c in (a, co). In the first case we observe that the function G(£) -f/4 is convex and increasing for f>c2. On the other hand, (5") shows that G(u2)-u2/4 is bounded from above, and a contradiction can be avoided only if u(t) has a finite limit M as t-»oo. By (5'), this implies the existence of lim u(t) for t-> oo and, because of the boundedness of u(t), this limit must be zero. Hence, F(M2) = 1/4, i.e., M = c, which is absurd. If we assume 0 <u(t) ^c throughout (a, oo) , the same argument shows that again u(t)-^c for t->oo. It then follows from (5") that G(c2)-c2/4 = u2(a). But this is again absurd since, for f6(0, c), the function G(f)-f/4 is decreasing and this shows that G(c2) -c2/4<0. It has thus been established that every solution of (5) which vanishes once in (0, oo) vanishes an infinity of times in this interval.
3. When it will be necessary to distinguish between the two types of nonoscillatory solutions described above-those which do not change sign in the entire interval of continuity, and those which change their sign at least once-we shall call the solutions of the second type properly nonoscillatory. As the preceding example shows, an equation of type (1) 
I xF(c, x)dx < oo for some positive constant c.
If g(x, t)=t -a for tE(a, x) and g(x, t)=x -a for t^x, (1) may be replaced by the integral equation (8) y(x) = y(a) + j g(x, t)y(t)F(y2, t)dt + (x -a)y'(b), where 0<a<x<&<<». We assume that y(x) is a bounded nonoscillatory Since x may be taken arbitrarily large, this shows that condition (7) is necessary (and also that c may be any positive number smaller than linix^ y(xf).
To prove sufficiency, we assume that (7) holds for c = M2 and that a is taken large enough so that
ll A is a positive number such that A SM/2, we will then have
We now consider the sequence of functions yn(x) given by yo(x) =^4,
and we observe that A Synix)SM tor all n. The lower bound is evident, and the upper bound follows from (9), (10), and complete induction. Since |g(x2, t)-gixi, t)\ ^|x2 -Xi|, (10) shows that
By (7), the integral exists, and we thus find that the sequence of functions \ynix)} is equicontinuous in any interval [a, b] , where b may be taken arbitrarily large. It is moreover true that, for fixed x, the sequence {y"(x)} is increasing. By (10), we have yn+iix) -y"(x) = I gix, t)[ynFiyn, l) -y»_iF(y"-i, t)]dt.
J a
If y"(x) ^y"_i(x) throughout (a, <»), it therefore follows from (2c) that y"+i(x) >y"(x) in the same interval. Since yi(x) >y0(x) =A, yn+i(x) >y"(x) for all n. It may, incidentally, be remarked that the choice yo(x) = M for the first function would have resulted in a monotonically decreasing sequence. It follows from all this that y(x) = lim",00 y"(x) exists and is continuous in any interval [a, b] . If we write (10) in the form yn+i(x) = I g(x, t)yn(t)F(yn, t)dt + R(b) " a and observe that, in view of (7), the bound M f (t-a)F(M2, t)dt J b for R(b) can be made arbitrarily small by taking b sufficiently large, we arrive at
where e->0 for b-* oo and e is independent of re. Passing to the limit, we obtain y(x) also has a second derivative, and we have proved that y(x) is a solution of (1) . This establishes the sufficiency of condition (7). It may be noted that our argument proves the existence of an infinity of different nonoscillatory solutions of (1) since A could be any number such that 0<^4 <M/2 (a slight modification of the argument shows that A may be any number such that 0<A<M). 4 . As the example of equation (5) shows, the condition (7) is not sufficient to guarantee the existence of a properly nonoscillatory solution. Before taking up the discussion of either necessary or sufficient conditions for the existence ZEEV NEHARI [April of such solutions which are "sharp" in some sense, we consider a condition which not only ensures the existence of solutions of this type but also gives a complete description of their asymptotic behavior.
Theorem II. 7/ (11) f tF(ct2,t)dl < oo for some positive c, equation (1) has properly nonoscillatory solutions. If (11) holds for all positive c, all nonoscillatory solutions of (1) are either bounded or /3x ((3 = const.) for large x.
Before proving this result we remark that condition (11) is necessary for the existence of a solution of the second type, since it follows from y(x) i>ox (a>0) that y'ixo) = y'(x) + f yFiy2, t)dt ^ a f tFiaH2, t)dt for all x larger than xo. If P(t?, x) is such that (11) holds for all positive constants c provided it is true for some particular c, (11) Corollary. If, for c>l,
where A is independent of n and t, and if equation (1) has a solution which is /3x for large x, then all nonoscillatory solutions of (1) are either bounded or such that x_1y(x) has a finite nonzero limit as x-> oo.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem II. Because of (11) we can choose a value a such that (12) f tFict2, t)dt < 1.
We denote by y(x) the solution of (1) determined by y(a)=0, 0<y'(a) = aSc112 and we assume that y(x) vanishes at some point in (a, oo). In this case there exists a point x = b in (a, oo) such that y'(&)=0 and y(x)>0 in (a, b] . By (1), we have
Since 0<y(t)£y(b) and y(t)^y'(a)(t-a)^cll2(t-a) in (a, b] , it follows that
and this contradicts (12). This shows that y'(x) must remain positive throughout (a, oo)( and thus proves the first half of Theorem II.
To prove the other half, we replace (1) by the equivalent integral equation (13) y
If y(x) is a nonoscillatory solution, we choose a large enough so that y(x) >0 for x>a. Since y"(x) <0 for x^a, there exists a constant a such that y(x) gax in (a, oo). By (11), a may be taken large enough so that
where e is arbitrarily small. Since
it follows from (13) that
If y(x) is not bounded in (a, oo), the first term on the right-hand side can be made smaller than e/2 by choosing sufficiently large values of x. For such values we thus have lim inf xy'y~x ^ 1 -« for x--> oo . Since, on the other hand, (xy' -y)' = xy" <0, we have xy'-y <const., i.e. lim sup xy'y-1^ 1. Hence, lim xy'y~x exists and is equal to 1.
To show that this is equivalent to y(x)~/3x, we take b large enough so that xy'2:y(l-e) in (b, oo). We then have (1 -e) 
Sjy'(b), the last inequality following from (14). Hence,
for all x larger than b. This shows that y'(x) has a positive lower bound as x->oo. But y'(x) is monotonically decreasing as x increases, and it follows that y'(x) tends to a positive limit as x->oo. Since xy'(x) [y(x)]_1-»1 for x->oo, this completes the proof of Theorem II.
5. Theorem II does not assert that, under the given hypotheses, all solutions of (1) are nonoscillatory and, indeed, it is doubtful whether this is true if F(t7, x) is only subject to the conditions (2) . As the next result shows, oscillatory solutions can be excluded by an additional monotonicity assumption.
Theorem
III. If (11) holds for all positive values of c and if, in addition to (2), F(t7, x) satisfies the condition (15) F(?7, x2) S F(tj, Xi) for 0 < Xi < x2 < oo and all positive r), all solutions of (1) are nonoscillatory.
In the case of equation (3), this result was proved by Atkinson [l] . To obtain the general result, we need the following lemma.
Lemma. Let y(x) be a solution of (1), where F(t}, x) is subject to conditions (2) and (15). If G(n, x)=flF(t, x)dt, the expression
is a nonincreasing function of x.
Since F(r), t) increases with 77 (for fixed x), G(r), x) is a convex function of 77 and we have C7(f, x)^G(n, x) + (£ -v)F(n, x) for arbitrary positive values of f and 77. Using this, and the fact that G(n, x) also has the monotonicity property (15), we obtain
v=l where x,Sx*Sx,+i.
Passing to the limit, we obtain
and this proves the lemma.
To prove Theorem III, we assume that y(x) is an oscillatory solution of (I) and that x=av (0<ai<a2< ■ ■ •) is a sequence of its zeros. In view of G(0, x) =0, the lemma shows thaty'2(cz"+i) ^y'2(ay) ^y'2(ai) =a2. The integral (II) converges for all positive c and we may therefore find a finite number (3 such that f tF(a2l, t)dl < 1. (17) shows that y(x)~w(a_1)x for large x. If u(a~x) =0, it follows from (17) that y(x)^>u(a~l) as x->oo. Both types of solutions permitted by Theorem II are thus represented. For any given positive a, there exists a discrete infinity of bounded solutions which vanish at a; these solutions are uniquely determined by the number of zeros they have in (a, oo).
6. The results obtained so far show that a rather complete description of the oscillatory behavior of an equation of type (1) is available (a) if condition (11) holds, and (b) if condition (7) does not hold. The oscillation problem, properly so called, of equation (1) refers to the question as to the oscillatory behavior of the equation if (7) holds, but (11) does not. It may be pointed out that this problem is not a mere extension of the oscillation problem for the linear equation y"+p(x)y = 0 (p(x) >0). In the case of the latter equation, conditions (7) and (11) coincide and there thus exists no analogue to the type of difficulty met in the case of the general equation (1) .
Another feature which is absent from the linear case is the fact that, for any two numbers a, b such that 0 <a <b < co, (1) always has solutions which vanish at x=a, x = b and are 5^0 in (a, b). The existence of such solutions will be obtained as a by-product of the variational treatment of (1) to be given presently, but it may also be established by an elementary continuity argument. We remark that we shall concentrate on the boundary conditions y(a) =y'(b) =0 rather than y(a) =y(b) =0, since these solutions are of greater relevance for the oscillation problem. The corresponding results for the condition y(a) =y(b) =0 may be obtained by a trivial modification of the argument.
The variational problem most suitable for a more penetrating study of the oscillation properties of (1) is (18) J
where y(x) is subject to the admissibility conditions The function G appearing in (18) is defined, as before, by
We also remark that, in view of (2b) and (2c), any function y(x) satisfying (19) can be multiplied by a positive constant a such that ay(x) satisfies both (19) and (20).
We first show that our variational problem has a solution. By (2c) and Giv, x) £ (1 + e^vFiv, x).
Hence,
VF(V, x) -G(V, x) ^ e(l + e)-h,F(n, x)
and thus, by (18) and (20), (22) J(y) ^ e(l + e)"1 f y'2dx.
J a
It may be noted in passing that the proof of (22) is the only occasion at which the existence of a positive e in condition (2c) is required. All results which do not depend on (22) remain true if (2c) is only assumed to hold for e = 0. It follows from (22) that for a sequence of functions y(x) for which J(y) tends to its greatest lower bound \(a, b), we have J y'2dx < M < oo, where Af is a suitable constant. Since, moreover, y(a)=0, the sequence is equicontinuous and we may conclude that, for a subsequence y"(x), we have J(yf)-">\(a, b) and y"(x)->yo(x) uniformly in [a, b] . In order to prove that this continuous function yo(x) indeed solves our problem it remains to be shown that yo(x)EDl in [a, b] and that ffy'2n converges to Jly'ldx.
If y(x) is any of the functions of the minimal sequence {y"(x)}, we define an associated function u(x) by In view of (25), this leads to (26) I «2F(w2, x)c/x g I «2F(y2, x)dx.
By (2c), Z7^, x) is an increasing function of rj, and it follows that the function G(r/, x) defined in (21) is convex in rj. Hence,
Giu2, x)dx ^ I Giy2, x)dx + I (u2 -y2)F(y2, x)</x a *^ a J a and, if this is combined with (26),
If we utilize (20), (24), and (18), we finally obtain (27) 7(M) S Jiy).
This shows that the original minimal sequence {yn(x)} may be replaced by a minimal sequence {un(x)}, where each u(x) is obtained from the corresponding y(x) by means of (23) and (24). Since y"(x) was shown to tend to a continuous limit function, this implies that the same is true of the sequence {uf (x)}. Hence uf (x) = -ffuf'dx and un(x) =f\ufdx likewise tend to continuous limits, and it follows that m"(x)->wo(x), where Wo(x) EC2 [a, b] , and J(u")->7(mo) =X(a, b). The function «o(x) is thus shown to be the solution of our minimum problem.
We note that tt0(x) cannot be identically zero. Indeed, if (3=f\u'2dx and 7<(x) ^0, we have w2(x) = ( f u'dx J S P(x -a), whence, in view of (24) is replaced by | y(x) |, and that it is therefore sufficient to consider functions y(x) which are non-negative in [a, b] . In view of (23), we then have u"(x) 0, u'(x)=afbxyF(y2, x)dx>0, u(x)=afxau'(x)dx>0, and the assertion follows.
In view of the circumstances under which the SchwarK inequality was used in the proof of (27), the sign of equality in (27) (24) shows that we must have a = 1. Equality in (27) is therefore possible only if y(x) is a solution of (1) for which y(a) =y'(b) =0. If the transformation (23) is applied to y(x)=u0(x), it follows from the minimum property of wo(x) that in this case we necessarily have equality in (27) . In view of the foregoing, this proves that u0(x) is a solution of (1) . For convenient reference, we state the results of this section as a theorem.
Theorem
IV. The variational problem (18) with the side conditions (19) and (20) is solved by a solution y(x) of (1) The treatment of the oscillation problem of equation (1) would be very much easier if it could be shown that these properties determine the solution y(x) of (1) uniquely. Whether or not we have uniqueness of this kind remains an open question, although certain doubts may be aroused by an example exhibited in [4] of three distinct solutions of y"+p(x)y3 = 0 all of which vanish at x = a and x = b, and are positive in (a, b). There are, however, certain indications that such an event is less likely to happen in the case of the boundary conditions y(a) =y'(b) =0, and that certain comparatively mild restrictions-such as, possibly, (15)-would prevent it in either case. It may be noted that the assumption y(x) 9^0 in (19) is necessary in order to obtain the solution of the variational problem described in Theorem IV. If this assumption is dropped, the problem has the trivial solution y(x)=0. 7. The usefulness of Theorem IV for the treatment of the oscillation problem of (1) is due to the following monotonicity property of the minimum value of J(y). The function y*(x) =71/2yi(x) will then be normalized as in (20), and it follows from Theorem IV that (29) \(a, b') < Jbiy*).
On the other hand,
Since G(t, x) is a convex function of t and Gt(t, x) =F(t, x), we have
Jb'(y*) < 7 I yndx -I G(y2, x)dx + (1 -7) I y2F(y2, x)dx.
Because of (20), this is equivalent to Jbiy*) < f [y'2 -Giy2, x)]dx = Jbiy) = Ha, b).
J a
In view of (29), this completes the proof of Theorem V. An application of inequality (22) to the function y(x) of Theorem IV shows that Theorem V has the following corollary.
Corollary.
If 0<a<a0<b0<b< oo and y(x) denotes the solution of (1) whose existence is established by Theorem IV, then
where M is independent of a and b.
An argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem V establishes the following comparison theorem.
Theorem VI. If (21) and (32) show that G(w2, x) ^Gi(w2, x). In view of (30), we thus obtain
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 8. According to Theorem V, lim(,^M X(a, b) =\(a) exists, and is either positive or zero. Theorem V also shows that X(a) is a nondecreasing function of a. We shall call \(a) the characteristic number of equation (1) for the point x = a. The following result points up the connection between X(o) and the oscillatory behavior of equation (1). Theorem VII. If the solution y(x) of (1) determined by y(a) =y'ib) =0, y(x) >0 (xE (a, b] ) is unique, and if equation (1) has a properly nonoscillatory solution yo(x) whose last zero is at x=a, then the characteristic number \(a) must be positive. li y(x, a) is the solution of (1) defined by y(a) =0, y'(a) =a>0, it follows from the existence theorem that the location of the first zero of y'(x, a) in (a, co) varies continuously with a. By Theorem IV this zero, say x = b, will take all values in (a, co) if a goes through the positive numbers. By assumption the correspondence between a and b is one-to-one. Since yo'(x)>0 in (a, oo) it follows that the values of a to which there correspond values of b are either all larger or all smaller than yl (a). To exclude the second alternative, we show that a becomes arbitrarily large if b approaches a. By (1) Since y(x) Sy'(a)(x -a) =a(x -a) in (a, b), it follows that 1 S j (x -a)F(a2(x -a)2, x)dx, " a and this makes it evident that a cannot remain bounded if b tends to a. We may thus conclude that a>,yi (a).
Suppose now that X(a) =0. In view of the definition of \(a), this implies that the functional (18) can be made arbitrarily small by taking b large enough. Because of (22) •I a This shows that, under the assumption X(cz) =0, we have a->0 for Z>->oo. But this contradicts the inequality a^yi (a), and the proof of Theorem VII follows.
It will become apparent in the sequel that, although the condition \(a) >0 is not equivalent to the existence of a properly nonoscillatory solution of (1) whose last zero is located at x = a, the two conditions-i.e. X(a)>0 and the existence of such a solution-are not very far removed from each other. Theorem VII shows that, under the uniqueness assumption made, \(a)>0 is the weaker condition. This is also illustrated by equation (5) which was shown to have no properly nonoscillatory solutions, but for which, according to Theorem VIII, X(o) >0 for all positive a. On the other hand, condition (40) which will be shown to be sufficient to produce properly nonoscillatory solutions of (1) is not very much stronger than condition (37) which is equivalent toX(a)>0.
As a first step towards the proof of Theorem VIII we derive the following lemma. 
Using this inequality to estimate a in (35), we arrive at (34). Any function y(x) which satisfies the hypotheses of the Lemma will thus give rise to a condition which must hold if X(a) >0. As an example for the type of criterion obtainable in this way we set y(x) = (x -a)(c -a)~1 in [a, c] It may be noted that the integral on the left-hand side of (36) will not necessarily exist, for any positive y, if v = l. This is shown by equation (5) for which, as already mentioned, X(o) >0. By a proper utilization of (34) it is, however, possible to derive a stronger necessary condition which, as the following theorem shows, is also sufficient.
Theorem
VIII. 7t? order that, for some positive a, \(a) >0, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist two positive constants m and M so that We now show that condition (37) is sufficient. If y(x) is the solution of (1) If X(cz) =0 we can, according to (18) and (22), make a arbitrarily small by taking b large enough. We take b sufficiently large so that a ^ m where m is the constant appearing in (37), and we observe that, by (2c), we then have Since « is a fixed positive number the assumption a-*0 is thus seen to lead to a contradiction. Hence X(a)>0, and Theorem VIII is proved. It may be noted that in the case of an equation of the form (3) the constants appearing in these estimates can be determined with greater precision.
If we set pix)xndx x and observe that, in this case X = 77(77 -l)~1a, we obtain the estimates e-1 < n"(n + I)"" S 44X" S in + l)"+1(n -l)-"+1 < e2(n + l)2 for 77>1. If 77 = 1, i.e., in the case of the equation y"+py3 = 0, the result is 1 -S 1A\ S 1.
"
9. As already pointed out, the condition (37) is not sufficient to produce properly nonoscillatory solutions of (1) . As the following theorem shows, the slightly stronger condition (40) will guarantee the existence of solutions which are properly nonoscillatory and, moreover, bounded.
Theorem IX. If (40) J xF(f3x, x)dx < 00
for all positive /3, equation (1) has bounded, properly nonoscillatory solutions. For every positive a, there exists a solution of this type whose last zero occurs at x=a.
Proof. We first note that, since (40) implies (37), we haveX(a, b) >X(o) >0 for all 0<a<&<oo.
We denote by y(x) the solution of (1) described in Theorem IV, and we observe that, by the corollary to Theorem V, there exists a constant /3=/3(a, c0) such that (41) j y'2dx S 13 J a if a and c0 are kept fixed and a<c0<c<b. Since y'(b) =0, it follows from (1) that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
It may be noted that Theorem IX is sharp in the sense that (40) cannot be replaced by J xl~*F(fix, x)dx < oo where 8 is an arbitrarily small positive number. This condition is satisfied by equation (5) which was shown to have no properly nonoscillatory solutions. A necessary condition for the existence of properly nonoscillatory solutions can be obtained by combining Theorems VII and VIII, although there remains the difficulty of ascertaining whether or not a given equation (1) has the uniqueness property required in Theorem VII. As the following result shows, this difficulty can be avoided if additional information is available regarding the growth of the solution in question.
V (formula (31)) establishes (44). In the first case there are again two possibilities, according as the points of intersection do or do not tend to infinity as b-* oo. If they do, we use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem X, and (44) follows by letting Xo-»°° in (43). Finally, if x0 tends to a finite value Xi as 6-» oo, we observe that, because of the concavity of the curve f =y(x), we have y'(a) ^y(x0)(x0 -a) =u(xf)(x0 -a). Hence, y'(a) has a positive lower bound as 6->co and there exists a subsequence of functions y(x) which approaches a nontrivial solution v(x) of (1). For elementary reasons y(x) converges uniformly to v(x) in any finite interval. Since y2(x) 5£ M(x -a) in (a, b), we have v2(x)^M(x -a) in (a, oo), and the proof is complete.
Theorem XI can be used to obtain additional information concerning the character of the properly nonoscillatory solutions of an equation (1) for which (11) holds. It was shown in the proof of Theorem II that, for any a>0, an equation of this type has properly nonoscillatory solutions which vanish at x=a and are positive and 0(x) in (a, oo). In view of Theorems II and XI, we therefore have the following result.
An equation (1) which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem II has, for every positive a, a properly nonoscillatory and bounded solution whose last zero is at x = a.
